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Abstract This paper is concerned with optimal control of semilinear stochastic evolution 
equations on Hilbert space driven by stochastic vector measure. Both continuous 
and discontinuous (measurable) vector fields are admitted. Due to nonexistence 
of regular solutions, existence and uniqueness of generalized (or measure val
ued) solutions are proved. Using these results, existence of optimal feedback 
controls from the class of bounded Borel measurable maps are proved for several 
interesting optimization problems. 
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1. Introduction 

For motivation let us consider the deterministic evolution equation 

x = Ax + F{x), t>0, x{0) = xo, (1) 

in a Hilbert space H where A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup, 
S{t), t > 0, on H and F : H —> H is a. continuous map. It is well known 
that if H is finite dimensional, mere continuity of F is good enough to prove 
existence of local solutions with possibly finite blow up time. If i? is an infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space continuity no longer guarantees existence of even 
local solutions unless the semigroup S{t), i > 0, is compact. Because of this, 
the very notion of solutions required a major generalization to cover continuous 
as well as discontinuous vector fields [11], [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. Using the general 
concept of measure solutions one can completely avoid standard assumptions 
such as local Lipschitz property and linear growth for both the drift and the 
diffusion operators as often used in [8] and [11]. 

Many physical models are described by differential equations with discon
tinuous and possibly unbounded vector fields without satisfying any of the 
standard regularity properties including monotonicity or accretivity etc. In this 
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situation there is no solution in the sense of any one of the standard notions 
(classical,strong,mild,weak). Even the weak solution, if one exists, is highly 
irregular. However under fairly general assumptions one is able to prove exis
tence of measure valued solutions. Functionals (physical observables) of such 
measure solutions, such as 

T(M) = E j f{M^l)>M'P2)----,M'Pm))p{dt), 

where / e BC{R^), ifi G BC{H) and p is a countably additive bounded 
positive measure on / having bounded total variation, are of practical interest. 
For example, in the study of hydrodynamic turbulence, the solution of Euler 
equation, as the limit of the Navier-Stokes equation with the Reynolds number 
increasing towards infinity, can be considered as a measure solution. Its impact 
on mixing is an important physical variable. 
Let {H, E, E} be any three Hilbert spaces relating the stochastic system gov
erned by an evolution equation of the form 

dx{t) = Ax{t)dt + F{x{t))dt + V{x{t))u{t,x{t))dt 

+ Gix{t-))M{dt),t>0, (2) 

x(0) = xo-

Here A and F are as described above, and G : H —> ^{E, H) is a continuous 
map and F : H —> £ (S , H) is Borel measurable map and M is an i?-valued 
stochastic vector measure defined on the sigma algebra BQ of Borel subsets of 
i?O=[0,«3). 

The last term on the right hand side of equation (2) gives rise to a well defined 
stochastic integral since the integrand is adapted and therefore previsible or 
equivalently measurable with respect to the sigma algebra of predictable sets. 
An intuitive physical meaning is as follows. Given that {t} is an atom of the 
measure M, the state at time t is uniquely determined by the state x{t—) (just 
before the jump) and the jump size M{{t}) of the measure M. 

For simplicity of presentation, we have considered the operators F, G, F to 
be independent of time. However the results presented here can be extended to 
the time varying case without any difficulty. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall some important facts 
from analysis sufficient to serve our needs. In section 3 and 4, we consider 
system (2) and present without proof two results on existence of measure valued 
solutions and their regularity properties. Using these results, in section 5, 
we consider control problems and present several results on the question of 
existence of optimal feedback controls. 
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2. Basic Facts from Analysis 

Recently the author dealt with the question of existence of measure valued 
solutions for semilinear stochastic differential equations with continuous but 
unbounded nonlinearities driven by cylindrical Brownian motion [3]. Here 
we admit Borel measurable, possibly unbounded, vector fields and replace the 
Brownian motion by a more general stochastic vector measure. Properties of 
the stochastic vector measure are stated in the sequel. 

Radon Nikodyme Property & Lifting: 

For any normal topological space Z, let BC{Z) and B{Z) denote the vector 
spaces of bounded continuous and bounded Borel measurable functions on Z 
respectively. Furnished with the supnorm topology these are Banach spaces. It 
follows from a well known result [10] that the corresponding duals are given 
by Sr5a(-^)(5^ba(-^)) which are regular bounded (bounded) finitely additive 
measures on the algebra of sets determined closed subsets of Z. Note that 
the dual pairs {BC{Z), Y.rba{Z)} and {B(Z), S6a(^)} do not satisfy Radon-
Nikodym (RNP) property [8]. Hence, for any finite measure space (5 ,5 ,7 ) , 
it follows from the theory of lifting that the dual of Li{S, BC{Z)) is given by 
L^{S, Ej-baiZ))- These are weak star measurable measure valued functions. 
To study the question of existence, we need these spaces. 

Special Vector Spaces Used: 

Now we are prepared to introduce the vector spaces used in the paper. Let H, E 
be two separable Hilbert spaces and (Jl, j ' ^ , J ĵ | , t > 0, P) a complete filtered 
probability space, M{J) ,JeBo,a.nE valued J^t adapted vector measure in the 
sense that for any J e Bo with J C [0, t], M{J) or more precisely e*{M{J)) 
is Tt measurable for every e* G E* = E. For the purpose of this paper we 
consider !Ft = ^t^ V (J{XQ), where J^^^ ,a{xo) are the smallest sigma algebras 
with respect to which the measures M and the initial state XQ respectively are 
measurable. Let J x $1 be furnished with the predictable cr-field with reference 
to the filtration J't,t e I and M^^^i^ x ^^ ^rba{H)) C L^,2(-^ x ^^ ^rba{H)) 
denote the vector space of Ŝ fea (if) valued random processes {Xt,t e /},which 
are .Ft-adapted and w*-measurable in the sense that, for each 0 e BC{H), 
t —> A((0) is a bounded Tt measurable random variable possessing finite 
second moments. We furnish this space with the w* topology. Clearly this is 
the dual of the Banach space 

Mi,2(/ X n, BC{H)) c Li,2(/ X 0, BC{H))), 

where the later space is furnished with the natural topology induced by the norm 
given by 

II ^ 11= j^[£{&w^{\^{t,a;,Oi, e e ff})') dt. 
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Similarly, one can verify that M^ 2(-̂  ^ ^^ ^ba{H)) is the dual of the Banach 
space Mi_2(/ x fi, B{H)). We will have occasion to use both these spaces. 

Basic properties of M : 

(Ml): {M{J), M{K), JnK = %,J,K G BQ} are pair wise independent £?-
valued random variables (vector measures) satisfying £{{M{J), £,)} = 0, J e 
BQ,^ € E, where £{z) = J^ zP{dLu). 

(M2): There exists a countably additive bounded positive measure n G 
Mc(_Rf)), having bounded total variation on bounded sets, such that for every 

£{{M{J), i){M{K)X)} = (?, OE vr(J n K). 

Clearly, it follows from this last property that, for any ̂  G E,£{{M{J),^)'^} = 
|.f ||;7r( J ) , and that the process N, defined by 

N{t) ~ I M{ds),t>0, 
Jo 

is a square integrable £J-valued J^t-martingale. Gyongi and Krylov [12] have 
also considered general noise for a special class of finite dimensional systems. 

3. EXISTENCE OF MEASURE SOLUTIONS 

In recent years a notion of generalized solution, which consists of regular 
finitely additive measure valued functions, has been extensively used in the 
study of semi linear and quasi linear systems with vector fields which are merely 
continuous and bounded on bounded sets; see [ 1 ], [2], [3], [ 11 ] and the references 
therein. Existence of solutions for deterministic systems, such as (1), was 
proved in [1,2,11] with varying degrees of generality. Recently [6] existence 
of measure solutions for stochastic system (2), generalizing a previous result 
of the author [3], has been proved. These latest results cover Borel measurable 
drift and diffusion assumed to be merely bounded on bounded sets. Our main 
objective here is to prove existence of optimal feedback controls for these class 
of systems. 

Since the measure solutions may not be fully supported on the original state 
space H, it is useful to extend the state space to a compact Hausdorff space con
taining H asa dense subspace. Since every metric space is a Tychonoff space, 
if is a Tychonoff space. Hence H'^ = j3H, the Stone-Cech compactification of 
H, is a compact Hausdorff space and consequently bounded continuous func
tions on H can be extended to continuous functions on H^. In view of this we 
shall often use /7+ in place of H and the spaces Mi 2(/ x Q, BC{H^)) with 
dual MZ,2{1 X fi, Y.,UH+)) -D MZ,2{I x 0,n,feL(H+)). Here M- ,2 ( / x 
f̂ j "^rbaiH^)) is the set of all finitely additive probability measure valued pro
cesses, a subset of the vector space M ^ 2(-̂  x il, T,rba(H~^)). Note that, since 
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i J+ is a compact Hausdorff space, Ej.6a(-f '̂'') = S^ca(-ff^)-In viewof thefact 
that the measure solutions of stochastic evolution equations restricted to H are 
only finitely additive, we prefer to use the notation T,rbaiH~^) to emphasize this 
fact though they are countably additive on if+. 

Without further notice, throughout this paper we use Dcj) and D'^cp to denote 
the first and second Frechet derivatives of the function (j) whenever they exist. 
We denote by ^ the class of test functions as defined below: 

^ = {(p e BC{H) : D(p, D^cp exist, continuous and bounded on H}. 

Define the operators A B and C with domains given by 

V{A) = {(/) e * : ^ 0 e BC{H+)} 

V{B) EE {^ G * : 1??̂  e D{A*) kB4>e BC{H+)} 

where 

[Ac^m = {imTr{D'<P GG*m,ct> G V{A) 

B<t> = (A* 150(0, e) + {F{0.D4>{0) for </. G V{B) 

c m = G*{OD(t>{£,). (3) 

First we consider the uncontrolled system 

dx{t) = Ax{t)dt + F{x{t))dt + G{x{t'~))M{dt), 
x{0) = xo, (4) 

and use the notion of measure (generalized) solutions introduced in [3] and 
finally add modifications necessary for the control system. 

DEFINITION 1 Ameasurevaluedrandompwcess^ e M^2(^^^^^rba{H'^)) 
is said to be a measure (or generalized) solution of equation (4) if for every 
4> e 'DiA) n V{B) and t G / , the following equality holds 

JO JO 
ft 

(5) 

where fj.tO') ^ /^+ i'iOl^'tidO, t & I-

Again the stochastic integral is well defined since the integrand is predictable 
and the process fj,t,t € lAs cadlag in the weak star sense. This follows from 
the assumption that the compensating measure n has bounded total variation 
and hence M can have at most a countable set of atoms. 

((>{XQ) 

Jo 

Jo 

< ^ s -

IJ.siA(p) Tr{ds) 

.{C(f>),Mids) : 

+ / M. 
Jo 

>B P~ 

s{B<P) 

- a.s. 

ds 
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REMARK 2 Note that equation (5) can be written in the differential form as 
follows: 

dfit{<l>) = iJ,t{A(p)TT{dt) + ^it{B(|))dt+ < fit^{C<p),M(dt) > 

with /do{(p) = (p{xo)- This is in fact the weak form of the stochastic evolution 
equation 

dfit = A*iMtAdt) + B*ntdt+ < C*iit-,M{dt) >B, MO = x̂o> (6) 

on the state space Y^rbaiH) where {A* ,B* ,C*} are the duals of the operators 
{AB,C]. 

In case the system (2) has a weak solution in the classical sense, the measure 
solution degenerates into a Dirac measure concentrated along the path and the 
expression (5) defines the weak solution. 

To proceed further we shall need the following 

ASSUMPTION 3 (Al): there exists a sequence {Fn,Gn} with Fn{x) G D{A) 
andGn{x) G JC{E, D{A)), for each x £ H, and 

Fn{x) ^=^ F{x) in H and Gn{x) ^-^= G{x) in £{E, H), 

where Tyjucifsouc) denotes the topology of weak convergence (convergence in 
strong operator topology) uniformly on compacts. 

(A2): there exists a pair of sequence of real numbers {ctn, Pn > 0}, possibly 
oimPn -^ CO as n -^ oo, so that both Fn,Gn are Lipschitz having linear 
growth with coefficients ««, /?„ respectively. 

We note that under the very relaxed assumptions used here, nonlinearities having 
polynomial growth are also admissible. 

Following result generalizes our previous result ([3], Theorem 3.2). 

THEOREM 4 Suppose A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup in 
H and the maps F : H —> H, G : H —> tC{E, H) are continuous, and 
bounded on bounded subsets of H, satisfying the approximation properties 
(Al) and (A2); and M is the vector measure satisfying (Ml) and (M2). Then, 
for every xofor which P{ui G fl : \XO\H < oo} = 1, the evolution equation 
(4) has at least one measure valued solution 

in the sense of Definition 1. Further, A° S M ^ 2(^ ^ ^> ^rbaiH~^)). 

Proof. Proof will appear in [6]. 
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Supports of measure solutions may leak out to infinity in the sense that 
X^{H) < 1 while A^(iy+) = 1 with probability one. For any /? > 0 and te I, 
the operator Qf as given below is well defined 

{Qli^O^E j (x ,0 'exp-{ /3!x |2} A?(da;). 
JH+ 

It follows from Milnos-Sazanov theorem that if lim sup^jo ^^ (Qt ) < ' ^ ^̂ ^̂ ^ 
we are assured of H being the support of the measure solution. If \° is not 
supported on H, we can still define an i/-valued process given by 

JH+ 

which can serve as the approximate path process becoming highly irregular 
with decreasing /3 and possibly escaping to jy+ as /? ], 0. 

REMARK 5 In view of Theorem 4, F, G are required to be merely continuous 
and bounded on bounded sets and hence they may have polynomial growth 
[3]. In contrast, for standard mild solutions it is usually assumed that F, G are 
locally Lipschitz having at most linear growth [8]. 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4. 

COROLLARY 6 Consider the forward Kolmogorov equation, 

d^t = A*dt'K{dt) + B*-dtdt, ^(0) = vo, (7) 

where A*, B* are the duals of the operators A, B respectively (see equation 
3) with F, G satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4. Then, for every UQ G 
lirbaiH), equation (7) has at least one weak solutions € L'^{I,Ilri,a{H'^)) C 
L^(J , Erba{H~^)) in the sense that for each (p 6 D{A) fl V{B) and t e / , the 
following equality holds 

vt{4>) = Mi^) + f VsiAcI)) Tvids) + I Vs{B<t))ds. (8) 
Jo JO 

Proof. Proof will appear in [6]. 

REMARK 7 Note that Corollary 6 proves existence of (measure) solutions of 
Kolmogorov equation (7) with unbounded coefficients generalizing similar re
sults of [7] for parabolic and elliptic equations on finite dimensional spaces. 

The following corollary asserts uniqueness. 

COROLLARY 8 (UNIQUENESS) Suppose the assumptions of Corollary 6hold. 
Then the solution (weak solution) of the evolution equation (7) is unique. 

Proof. Proof will appear in [6]. 

REMARK 9 Using this result we can prove the uniqueness of mild and hence 
weak solution of the stochastic measure equation (6). 
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4. MEASURABLE VECTOR FIELDS 
In many applications, F, G and F may not be even continuous. However, as

suming that they are bounded Borel measurable, it is possible to prove existence 
results similar to those of deterministic evolutions [5]. 

Consider the control system 

dx{t) = Ax{t)dt + F(x{t))dt + T{x{t)) u{t, x) dt + G{x{t-))M{dt) 

a;(0) = xo, (9) 

where F : H —> £(H, H) is a bounded Borel measurable map with S being 
another separable Hilbert space and u : I x H —> E is any bounded Borel 
measurable function representing the control. Let BM{I x H, S) denote the 
class of bounded Borel measurable functions from I x H toE. Furnished with 
the uniform norm topology, 

II u 11= sup{\u{t, x)\s, (t, x) e I X H}, 

it is a Banach space. We present here a result analogous to that of Theorem 4with 
the major exception that in the present case the measure solutions are no longer 
regular. They are bounded finitely additive measure valued processes. 

T H E O R E M 10 Consider the system (9). Suppose {A, M} satisfy the assump
tions of theorem 4, F : H —> H, G : H —> C{E, H) and T : H —> 
iC{E, H) are Borel measurable maps bounded on bounded sets. Then, for ev
ery XQ for which P{uj G O : \XQ\H < oo} = 1, statistically independent of 
M, and u G BM{I x H,E), the evolution equation (9) has a unique measure 
solution 

x°eMZ4ixn,uuH+)). 

Proof. Proof will appear in [6]. 

5. OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROLS 
Consider the control system (9). For admissible controls, we use a weaker 

topology and introduce the following class of functions. Let f/ be a closed 
bounded (possibly convex) subset of E and 

U = {ue BM{I xH,E): u{t,x)eUy (t,x)}. 

On EM {I X H,E), we introduce the topology of weak convergence in E 
uniformly on compact subsets oi I x H and denote this topology by TWU-
In other words, a sequence {n„} C BM{I x H, E) is said to converge to 
1*0 e BM{I X H, E) in the topology T^U if, for every v e E, 

{Un{t,x),v)-= > {uo{t,x),v)-= 
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uniformly in (i, x) on compact subsets of I x H. We assume that U has been 
furnished with the relative r^u topology and Uad any r^u sequentially compact 
(possibly) convex subset of U and choose this set for admissible controls. 

We consider the Lagrange problem PI : Find u° G Uad that minimizes the 
cost functional 

J{u) = £ [ £{t,x{t))dt, (10) 
Jo 

where £ is any real valued Borel measurable function on J x if which is bounded 
on bounded sets. Since, under the general assumptions of Theorem 4 and 
Theorem 10, the control system (9) has only measure solutions, the control 
problem as stated above must be reformulated in terms of measure solutions. 
For this purpose we introduce the operator Bu associated with the control u as 
follows. Define, for (t, 0 £ -f x H, 

(s„,^)(t,e) = (^(f,0,r*(OD<A(0)H, 

where r*(^) e C(H,E) is the adjoint of the operator r (^ ) . Clearly the operator 
Bu is well defined onD{A)nD{B). Then the correct formulation of the original 
control problem is given by (PI) : find u° £ Uad that minimizes the functional 

J[u)~£ f f e{t,4)XndOdt (11) 
Jo JH 

where A" is the (weak) solution of equation 

dXt = A*Xtn{dt) + B*Xtdt + BlXtdt+ < C*Xt-,M{dt) >E, 

XQ = Sxo • (12) 

Note that the initial measure need not be a Dirac measure, it suffices if AQ = 
TTo e libaiH). 

For convenience of reference we identify this problem as Pi. We need the 
following result on continuous dependence of solutions on control. 

LEMMA 11 Consider the system (12) with admissible controls Uad as defined 
above, and suppose the assumptions of Theorem 10 hold and that T : H —> 
£(E!, H) is a bounded Borel measurable map. Then, for every u G Uad^ the 
system (12) has a unique weak solution A" e -^TO 2(-̂  ^ ^ ; ^ba{H~^)) andfur-
ther, the control to solution map u —> X^ fromUad to M^ 2i^ ^ ^y'^ba{H'^)) 
is (sequentially) continuous with respect to the topologies T^JU on Uad '^tid weak 
star topology on M ^ 2(-̂  x f̂ , ^ba{H^))-

Proof. Detailed proof will appear in [6]. 
Now we consider the control problem P L 
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T H E O R E M 12 Consider the system (12) and the Lagrange problem (II) with 
admissible controls Uad- Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 11 hold and that 
I is a Borel measurable real valued function defined on I x H and bounded 
on bounded sets and that there exists a function (.Q S L J (/) such that £{t, ^) > 
^o{t) V (, G H. Then there exists an optimal control for the problem PI. 

Proof. Since i is bounded from below by an integrable function £o, we have 
J(u) > —oo, V u e Uad- Clearly if J{u) = +oo for all u e Uad, there is 
nothing to prove. So suppose the contrary. Define inf{/(M), U e Uad\ = "^, 
and let {it"} C Uad be a minimizing sequence. Since Uad is T^U sequen
tially compact, there exists a subsequence, relabeled as the original sequence, 
and a control u° e Uad such that u" -^^ u°. Then by virtue of Lemma 11, 
along a further subsequence if necessary, we have A"" - ^ A"°. Note that 
the functional (11) is linear in A" and bounded (since {n"} is a minimizing 
sequence) and hence continuous along the minimizing sequence {A""}. Thus 
lim„_^co J(w") = J{u°) = m and u" is the optimal control. • 

Next we consider the control problem P2 : 

J{u)=£ f {i{t,0 + piOHt,Ok}>^ndOdt^mi, (13) 

where p is a nonnegative bounded Borel measurable function on H with compact 
support and A" is the weak solution of the stochastic evolution equation (12) 
corresponding to control u. 

T H E O R E M 13 Consider the Lagrange problem P2(13) subject to the dynam
ics of system (12) with admissible controls Uad- Suppose i satisfies the condi
tions as in Theorem 12, and p is any nonnegative bounded Borel measurable 
function on H having compact support. Then there exists an optimal control 
for the problem P2. 

Proof. Again by virtue of the assumption on i, we have J{u) > —oo. If 
J{u) = +0O for all u G Uad there is nothing to prove. So we may assume the 
contrary. Let {u^} be a minimizing sequence so that 

lim J{u") ~ \ni{J[u),u G Uad} ^ '^• 

We show that the second term of the objective functional (13), denoted by J2, 
is Twu lower semi continuous on Uad- Since Uad is TU,U sequentially compact, 
the sequence {u"} contains a subsequence, relabeled as the original sequence, 
which converges in T^U topology to an element u° e Uad- Consider the value 
of J2 at u°, 

Hu°)=£J p{i)\u'>{t,0\^Xt{di)dt. (14) 
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Since u°{t, ^) is a H valued bounded Borel measurable function, by Hahn-
Banach theorem there exists a Bi (H) valued bounded measurable function r]° 
on I X H such that 

K(i,OlH = K(i,0,'?''(i>0)H, V(t,e) elxH. 

In fact one can take ?7°(t, ^) = u"{t,$,)/\u"(t, $,){-,• Using Lemma 11 and some 
functional analytic arguments one can verify that 

J 2 ( 0 <l iminf Jaftx"). (15) 
n—>oo 

Thus J2 is Tyju lower semicontinuous and it follows from continuity of the first 
term that J is Twu lower semicontinuous. The existence now follows from T-mu 
sequential compactness of Had- • 

Another interesting control problem, identified as P3, consists of maximiz
ing the functional: 

J(u) ^ f{£KM), • • •,£\l{w))} -> sup 

where / : R^ —> i? is a function, and {ipi} e B{H) is a finite set of bounded 
real valued Borel measurable functions on H. 

T H E O R E M 14 Consider the system (12) with admissible controls Uad and sup
pose the assumptions of Lemma 11 hold. Further, suppose the stochastic vector 
measure M is nonatomic and the associated quadratic variation measure n is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and the function 
f is upper semicontinuous from R^ to R and {(fii} € B{H) are real valued 
bounded Borel measurable functions. Then the Problem P 3 has a solution. 

Proof. For proof see [6].» 
A fourth interesting problem, identified as P4, can be stated as follows. Let 

'I' e B{H) and g s Cb{R) be given. The problem is to find a control that 
minimizes (maximizes) the functional 

J{u) = 55(A^(*)). (16) 

T H E O R E M 15 Consider the system (12) with admissible controls Uad (ind sup
pose the assumptions of Lemma 11 hold. Further, suppose {M, TF} satisfy the 
assumptions of Theorem 14 and g G Ch{K)and^ € B{H). Then the Problem 
PA has a solution. 

Proof. Proof will appear in [6]. 

REMARK 16 For construction of optimal controls, it is essential to develop 
necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality. We leave this as an open 
problem for the readers. 
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REMARK 17 In section 5, the set Uad is assumed to be T^U sequentially com
pact. The author feels that simple T^U compactness is sufficient. In general 
topological spaces compactness and continuity can all be described in terms 
of nets. Lemma 11 can be proved using nets and since all the results following 
Lemma 11 depend only on T^„ continuity and compactness, they remain valid 
under this relaxed condition. 
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